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Contemporary canal side homes cleverly utilise 
a brownfield site in East London 

 

 
CGI by Darcstudio Ltd 

 
Canal side scheme for eight dwellings maximising privacy and outdoor space in a 
clever folded design by pH+ architects, has been granted planning permission. 
 
Acting on behalf of Old Ford Road LLP, pH+’s design comprises of three houses, three 
duplexes and two flats for the constrained site of 465 square metres in the Victoria Park 
Conservation Area in East London. 
 
This contemporary terrace of inner city housing replaces three vacant buildings on a previously 
overgrown piece of land. The scheme is accessed directly from the street between the Hertford 
Union Canal and Old Ford Road. 
 
The scale of the scheme: three storeys topped with a habitable roof level, sympathetically 
responds to both the scale of the Georgian Houses, which it fronts, and the adjacent apartment 
blocks along the canal. The project’s distinctive gabled profile references the rhythm of 
neighbouring terraces. Simple, robust forms feature large openings which maximise daylight to 
the interior living spaces and echo the industrial vernacular of the historic canal area.  
 
The folding façade creates intersticial balcony spaces whilst opening up and framing views along 
the waterway and across to the park beyond. Ground floor terraces are generously planted to 
create porous edges encouraging the bio diversity of the canal’s green corridor to thrive.  These 
are supplemented by rooftop gardens cut into the serrated profile to create sheltered outside 
space whilst maintaining the sculptural quality of the overall form.  
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Stock bricks are mixed with a reddish-purple variant in the scheme’s façades, stitching together 
the brick tones and materiality of both the recently developed area and the industrial past of its 
canal side warehouses. The use of different bonding techniques to define upper and lower 
storeys adds scale and texture to the facades. 
 
“Our bold but sympathetic design on such a prominent site along the canal aims to positively 
contribute to the surrounding community and respond to its unique context. As with our 2014 
scheme at Orsman Road we seek to encourage biodiversity by enhancing the green corridor of 
the water’s edge.” Andy Puncher, pH+. 
 
This sustainable development of homes provides high-quality, low energy living in an inner city 
area and follows on from previous pH+ schemes, such as that at Acton in West London granted 
planning permission in March 2016, which reutilise and revalue underused and undeveloped 
plots of land adjacent to infrastructure. As such, in line with the London Plan 2015, the 
architects deliver housing in the inner city to help sustain and enhance economic and 
demographic growth, as well as at local community level, improving the neighbourhood	and 
enhancing the public realm. 
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Notes to editors 
 
pH+  
pH+ is a creative and client-focused architectural practice, specialising in producing site-specific 
designs that respond to physical and social demands, to maximize commercial and community 
value. Combining traditional architectural methods, such as hand drawings and iterative models, 
with bespoke feasibility studies, innovative design and extensive construction and delivery 
experience, we are well placed to work on projects at any scale. 
 
The + symbolises the relationship between us, our clients and collaborators, as well as the 
added value that we bring to every project. pH+ acts as a catalyst; challenging, interpreting, 
testing and evolving architectural responses until an essential solution is distilled. 
 
We welcome dialogue and encourage our clients to contribute to these explorations, ensuring 
the final formula provides as tailored a response as possible. Projects range from private houses 
to large residential schemes, from schools to temples, and cultural and civic buildings. 
 
http://phplusarchitects.com/   
 
 


